Ancient Egyptian Names

1. **ADJO**: Egyptian name meaning "treasure."
2. **AHMOSE**: Egyptian name meaning "child of the moon" or "the moon is born." This is the name of a pharaoh of ancient Egypt.
3. **AKHENATEN**: Egyptian name of a pharaoh of the Eighteenth Dynasty, meaning "he who works for Aten."
4. **AKHENATON**: Variant spelling of Egyptian Akhenaten, meaning "he who works for Aton."
5. **AKHNATEN**: Variant spelling of Egyptian Akhenaten, meaning "he who works for Aten."
6. **AKHNATON**: Variant spelling of Egyptian Akhenaton, meaning "he who works for Aton."
7. **AKHOM**: Egyptian name meaning "eagle."
8. **AKIKI**: Egyptian name meaning "friendly."
9. **AKIL**: Egyptian name meaning "intelligent." Compare with another form of Akil.
10. **AKO**: Egyptian name meaning "tired, weary."
11. **AMENEMHAT**: Egyptian name meaning "Amun is foremost." This was the name of several pharaohs including the first ruler of the Twelfth Dynasty.
12. **AMENEMHET**: Variant spelling of Egyptian Amenemhat, meaning "Amun is foremost."
13. **AMENHOTEP**: Birth name of Akhenaton, and the name of several other Egyptian pharaohs, meaning "peace of Amun."
14. **ANHUR**: Egyptian myth name of a sky god, meaning "skybearer," or "brings back the distant one."
15. **ANKHENATEN**: Variant spelling of Egyptian Akhenaten, meaning "he who works for Aten."
16. **ANKHENATON**: Variant spelling of Egyptian Akhenaton, meaning "he who works for Aton."
17. **ANPU**: Egyptian myth name of a jackal-headed god of the underworld, meaning "royal child."
18. **ANUM**: Egyptian name meaning "born fifth."
19. **ANUPU**: Variant spelling of Egyptian Inpu, the myth name of a jackal-headed god of the underworld, meaning "royal child."
20. **APEP**: Egyptian name, possibly connected to the root pp, meaning "to slither." In mythology, Apep is the personification of evil, seen as a giant snake, serpent or dragon. Known as the Serpent of the Nile or Evil Lizard, he was an enemy of the sun god.
21. **ASAR**: Egyptian name, possibly meaning "something that has been made; a product." In mythology, this is the name of a god of the underworld.
22. **ASER**: Variant spelling of Egyptian Asar, possibly meaning "something that has been made; a product." In mythology, this is the name of a god of the underworld.
23. **ASHAI**: Egyptian name meaning "abundant."
24. **ATEN**: Egyptian name of the "solar disk." In mythology, this is the name of a sun god represented by the sun's disk. He is said to be the creator of the universe. Also spelled Aton.
25. **ATON**: Variant spelling of Egyptian Aten, meaning "solar disk." In mythology, this is the name of a sun god represented by the sun's disk. He is said to be the creator of the universe.
26. **ATSU**: Egyptian name meaning "twin."
27. **ATUM**: Egyptian name meaning "whole."
28. **AZIBO**: Egyptian name meaning "earth."
29. **AZIZI**: Egyptian name meaning "precious."
30. BABAFEMI: Egyptian name meaning "loved by his father."
31. BADRU: Egyptian name meaning "born during the full moon."
32. BAKARI: Egyptian name meaning "noble oath."
33. BANKOLE: Egyptian name meaning "help me to build the house."
34. BARAKA: Egyptian name meaning "blessing; gift."
35. BARUTI: Egyptian name meaning "teacher."
36. BENIPÉ: Egyptian name meaning "iron."
37. BES: Egyptian myth name of a dwarf god, meaning "brings joy."
38. BITI: Egyptian name meaning "king of the north."
39. BOMANI: Egyptian name meaning "warrior."
40. BUBU: Egyptian name meaning "gives light."
41. BUJKHU: Egyptian name meaning "the best."
42. BUSIRIS: Egyptian name of a king who killed visitors to his city, meaning "temple of Osiris."
43. CHENZIRA: Egyptian name meaning "born on a journey."
44. CHIBALE: Egyptian name meaning "kinsman."
45. CHIGARU: Egyptian name meaning "hound."
46. CHIKE: Egyptian name meaning "power of God."
47. CHISISI: Egyptian name meaning "secret."
48. CHUMA: Egyptian name meaning "wealthy."
49. DAKARAI: Egyptian name meaning "happy." Compare with another form of Dakarai.
50. DJEHUTY: Original Egyptian form of Greek Thoth, composed of the elements hbj "ibis" and the possessive suffix -ty, hence "he who is like the ibis bird."
51. DJEHUTY-MES: Egyptian name composed of the name of the god Djehuty "ibis" and the word mesis "born of," meaning "born of Djehuty (Thoth)" or "born of the ibis."
52. DONKOR: Egyptian name meaning "humble."
53. EBO: Egyptian name meaning "born on Tuesday."
54. FENUKU: Egyptian name meaning "born late."
55. FUNSANI: Egyptian name meaning "a request."
56. GAHIJI: Egyptian name meaning "hunter."
57. GYASI: Egyptian name meaning "wonderful."
58. HAJI: Egyptian name meaning "born during a pilgrimage."
59. HAKIZIMANA: Egyptian name meaning "God saves."
60. HAMADI: Egyptian name meaning "praised."
61. HARAKHTY: Egyptian name meaning "Horus of the two horizons."
62. HARU: Original form of Egyptian Hor ("distant one"), meaning "falcon." In mythology, this is the name of the son of Isis, a falcon-headed god of the sky. Compare with another form of Haru.
63. HASANI: Egyptian name meaning "handsome."
64. HERU: Variant spelling of Egyptian Haru, meaning "falcon." In mythology, this is the name of the son of Isis, a falcon-headed god of the sky.
65. HONDO: Egyptian name meaning "war."
66. HOR: Altered form of Egyptian Haru ("falcon"), meaning "the distant one." In mythology, this is the name of the son of Isis, a falcon-headed god of the sky.
67. HOR-AKA: Egyptian name of a pharaoh of the First dynasty, meaning "Horus of the Reeds." He is also known by the name Menes.
68. IABI: Egyptian name meaning "weak."
69. IAH: Egyptian name meaning "moon." In mythology, this is the name of a god of the moon.
70. IALU: Egyptian name meaning "field of dreams."
71. IDOGBE: Egyptian name meaning "brother of twins."
72. IKHNATON: Variant spelling of Egyptian Akhenaton, meaning "he who works for Aton."
73. IMENAND: Rare form of Egyptian Yamanu, meaning "the hidden one."
74. IMHOTEP: Egyptian name meaning "the one who comes in, with peace."
75. INI-HERIT: Egyptian name meaning "he who brings back the distant one."
76. INPU: Egyptian name meaning "royal child." In mythology, this is the name of a jackal-headed god of the underworld, Also spelled Anupu.
77. ISHAQ: Egyptian name meaning "laughs."
78. ISSA: Egyptian name meaning "God saves." Compare with another form of Issa.
79. JABARI: Egyptian name meaning "brave."
80. JAFARI: Egyptian name meaning "creek."
81. JAHI: Egyptian name meaning "dignified."
82. JIBADE: Egyptian name meaning "related to royalty."
83. JUMOKE: Egyptian name meaning "loved by all."
84. KAFELE: Egyptian name meaning "would die for."
85. KAHOTEP: Egyptian name meaning "peaceful essence."
86. KAMBYTHET: Egyptian form of Persian Kambujiya, probably meaning "handsome king."
87. KAMENWATI: Egyptian name meaning "dark rebel."
88. KAPHERI: Egyptian name meaning "hill."
89. KARAWAN: An Egyptian expression used to avert the evil eye, transferred to forename use.
90. KASIYA: Egyptian name meaning "departs."
91. KEMNEBI: Egyptian name meaning "black panther."
92. KEMOSIRI: Egyptian name meaning "black Osiris."
93. KHAI: Egyptian name meaning "crowned."
94. KHALDUN: Egyptian name meaning "immortal."
95. KHALFANI: Egyptian name meaning "shall rule."
96. KHENTI: Egyptian name meaning "leader."
97. KHNEMU: Egyptian name meaning "to model."
98. KNPH: Egyptian name meaning "spirit."
99. KONTAR: Egyptian name meaning "only son."
100. KOSEY: Egyptian name meaning "lion."
101. LISIMBA: Egyptian name meaning "lion."
102. LUZIGE: Egyptian name meaning "locust."
103. MADU: Egyptian name meaning "of the people."
104. MASKINI: Egyptian name meaning "poor."
105. MATSIMELA: Egyptian name meaning "root."
106. MBIZI: Egyptian name meaning "water."
107. MDJAI: Egyptian name meaning "soldier."
108. MENES: Egyptian name referring to a pharaoh of the First dynasty, of unknown meaning. His other name Hor-Aka translates to "Horus of the Reeds."
109. MENETNASHTÉ: Egyptian name meaning "power."
110. MENSÄH: Egyptian name meaning "born third."
111. METI: Egyptian name meaning "righteous."
112. MHOTEP: Egyptian name meaning "peace."
113. MINKAH: Egyptian name meaning "justice."
114. MKHI: Egyptian name meaning "fight."
115. MINKAH: Egyptian name meaning "justice."
116. MOSEG: Egyptian name meaning "tailor."
117. MOSWEN: Egyptian name meaning "light skin."
118. MSHAI: Egyptian name meaning "traveler."
119. MSRAH: Egyptian name meaning "born sixth."
120. MUDADA: Egyptian name meaning "provider."
121. MUKHWANA: Egyptian name meaning "twin."
122. MUMÉ: Egyptian name meaning "fountain."
123. NAJJA: Egyptian name meaning "born second."
124. NAKHTI: User submitted name meaning "powerful."
125. NEBI: Variant of Egyptian Nebibi, meaning "panther."
126. NEBIB: Egyptian name meaning "panther."
127. NEBTAWI: Egyptian name meaning "lord of the world."
128. NGOZI: Egyptian name meaning "blessed." Compare with another form of Ngozi.
129. NIZAM: Egyptian name meaning "disciplined."
130. NKOASI: Egyptian name meaning "rules."
131. NKRUMAH: African Akan unisex name meaning "ninth born."
132. NKRUMAH: Egyptian name meaning "ninth born."
133. NKUKU: Egyptian name meaning "rooster."
134. NURI: Egyptian unisex name/word meaning "gypsy."
135. NURU: Egyptian unisex name meaning "born during the day."
136. OBA: Egyptian name meaning "scepter holder; king."
137. ODION: Egyptian name meaning "born of twins."
138. ODJ: Egyptian name meaning "wicked."
139. OKPARA: Egyptian name meaning "firstborn."
140. OLA: Egyptian name meaning "eternal." In mythology, this is an epithet belonging to Ptah. Related to Hebrew Eylam.
141. OMARI: Egyptian name meaning "high born."
142. OSAHAR: Egyptian name meaning "God hears me."
143. OSAZE: Egyptian name meaning "loved by God."
144. OTTAH: Egyptian name meaning "born third."
145. OULAH: Variant spelling of Egyptian Olam, meaning "eternal."
146. PAKE: African Xhosa and Egyptian name meaning "witness."
147. PANAHASI: Egyptian name meaning "the barbarian."
148. PANHSJ: Egyptian name meaning "the Nubian," i.e. "dark-complexioned."
149. PTAH: Egyptian name meaning "opener (of the mouth)." In mythology, this is the name of a god of the primordial mound known as the Ta-tenen ("risen land"). He was the god who spoke the universe into being.
150. QEB: Egyptian name meaning "father of the earth."

151. QUAASHIE: Egyptian name meaning "born on Sunday."
152. RA: Egyptian name meaning "sun." In mythology, this is the name of a god of the mid-day sun.
153. RAMESES: Variant spelling of Egyptian Ramesses, meaning "son of Ra."
154. RAMESSES: Egyptian name composed of the name of the god Ra and the word mes "son," hence "son of Ra."
155. RAMSES: Variant spelling of Egyptian Ramesses, meaning "son of Ra."
156. RASHIDI: Egyptian name meaning "wise."
157. RASUI: Egyptian name meaning "dream."
158. RE: Variant spelling of Egyptian Ra, meaning "sun."
159. REMMAO: Egyptian name meaning "rich man."
160. RUNIHURA: Egyptian name meaning "destroyer."
161. SABOLA: Egyptian name meaning "pepper."
162. SADIKI: Egyptian name meaning "faithful."
163. SEFU: Egyptian name meaning "sword."
164. SEKANI: Egyptian name meaning "laughs."
165. SEMNI: Egyptian name meaning "to establish oneself."
166. SET: Another form of Egyptian Sutekh, possibly meaning "one who dazzles." In mythology, this is the name of an ancient evil god of Chaos, storms, and the desert, who slew Osiris.
167. SETI: Egyptian name meaning "of Seth."
168. SHENTI: Egyptian name meaning "hairy."
169. SHOSHAN: Egyptian unisex name meaning "lotus." Compare with another form of Shoshan.
170. SHUSHU: Egyptian name meaning "braggart."
171. SINUHÉ: Egyptian name meaning "son of the sycamore tree."
172. SOKKWI: Egyptian name meaning "little fool."
173. SUDI: Egyptian name meaning "lucky."
174. SUTEKH: Egyptian name, possibly meaning "one who dazzles." In mythology, this is the name of an ancient evil god of Chaos, storms, and the desert, who slew Osiris.
175. TAU: African Tswana and Egyptian name meaning "lion."
176. TEHUTI: Variant form of Egyptian Djehuty, meaning "he who is like the ibis bird."
177. TEREMUN: Egyptian name meaning "loved by his father."
178. THABIT: Egyptian name meaning "strong."
179. TOR: Egyptian name meaning "king." Compare with other forms of Tor.
180. TUMAINI: Egyptian name meaning "hope."
181. TUTANKHAMON: Egyptian name composed of the elements tut "image," ankh "life" and the name
182. UBAID: Egyptian name meaning "faithful."
183. UMI: Egyptian name meaning "life."
184. UNIKA: Egyptian name meaning "shining."
185. UR: Egyptian name meaning "great." Compare with other forms of Ur.
186. USI: Egyptian name meaning "smoke."
187. WAKHAKWI: Egyptian name meaning "little fool."
188. WAKHASHEM: Egyptian name meaning "little fool."
189. WAMUKOTA: Egyptian name meaning "left-handed."
190. WATI: Egyptian name meaning "rebel."
191. YAFEU: Egyptian name meaning "bold."
192. YAHYA: Egyptian name meaning "given by God." Compare with another form of Yahya.
193. YAMANU: Egyptian myth name of a god of wind and air, meaning "the hidden one."
194. ZAHUR: Egyptian name meaning "flower."
195. ZUBERI: African Swahili and Egyptian name meaning "strong."
196. ZUKA: Egyptian name meaning "grave; high tomb."

of the god Amon, hence "image of the life of Amon."